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Do-It-Yourself Colloidal Silver Generator 

 

 
 
One of my favorite mega medicines is colloidal silver. I've used it to cure 
everything from herpes to spider bite. But I hated spending $20 for two ounces at 
the health food store. So I was delighted to buy a small silver colloidal generator 
that ran off three 9 volt batteries for about $80. I used it for about two years. Then 
I built my own. So can you.  
 

1. Go to the local bargain store and buy three 9 volt batteries (I got them for fifty 
cents apiece at Pic n Save). 

2. Wire them together in the manner above (positive to negative to positive to 
negative to positive with two wires free). Alligator clips work good. 

3. Get some pure silver. (Surely, you know some jewelry artist. Or buy a bit of silver 
wire at a jewelry store. You only need about four inches of silver wire.) 

4. Attach two pieces of silver to the two free wires coming from the batteries. 

5. Dip the silver into a glass of water. (Warm, distilled water works best.) Watch 
science in action as the electrical current destabilizes the water. Water molecules 
are torn apart. Free-ranging oxygen atoms bond into unstable triads (ozone!) and 
pull helpless microns of silver into ionized suspension. Tiny bubbles of pure 
hydrogen gas fizz up from one wire, as ionized silver streams off the other wire in 
ghostlike clouds. Beautiful, actually. Wait about five minutes or less. If you start 
getting brown stuff, that's silver dioxide and you've left it too long. (Brush the 
silver dioxide off the silver bits after you use them.) 

6. Drink up. If it has a strong, yukky metallic taste, almost unbearable, you've got 
the right stuff. Make hundreds of dollars worth of silver collidal for mere pennies.  
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